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About This Game

Years after leaving his family to wander Overworld, Viktor returns home to find his mother has long since passed away and his
brother, Zane, has risen from the rank of recruit to commander of the Legion. Although his ascent through the ranks was quick,
Zane finds himself struggling with the many pressures that come with his position. Having left his brother to struggle alone once
before, Viktor is determined to join the Legion to support his brother in any way he can. Shortly after he joins, however, a chain

of events begins to unfold that will change the face of Overworld forever. Things are not always as they seem, and in bloody
times like these, loyalty is more precious than gold.

Features

Follow Viktor's origins story first hand as you climb through the Legion's ranks, years before the events of the first game

Complete over 90 missions each with their own unique challenges

Master Viktor's unique phase mechanic, which allows you to phase through enemies, projectiles, and even walls

Unlock over 40 different upgradable weapons and rare armor pieces with unique properties

Challenge yourself with bounty hunter missions that pit you against a plethora of fierce minibosses

Explore the world around you, discover the secret rooms and hidden passages in every level
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Conquer a New Game+ mode that unlocks more than just difficulty
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MAKE AN EASY MODE, UNTIL THEN DO NOT BUY DO
NOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOT. Great indie tower defense game. It's definitely got a nice
colorful derpy athestetic and the gameplay is pretty fun with a bit of a sandbox feel. Apparently the full release is coming for
the summer sale, but I can't really speak to the newer content cause I haven't played it. In its current state, there is no multiplayer
and there are some fps issues, but those are pretty much limited to when you spawn
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ton of animals or turrents (which is pretty hilarious tbh). It took me about 8 hours to
finish the current content which I had a lot of fun playing, and for 5 bucks thats pretty reasonable. The full release might cost
more but it looks like there will be 6 or so new maps (currently 2) and multiplayer.

I will update this for the full release which im pretty excited for :D. Fun game if you don't mind the scary atmosphere.. When I
saw a screenshot of this game on Steam, I remembered it from my childhood – a weird feeling, and one that made me want to
buy it for nostalgia reasons. And I’m not unhappy that I satisfied my nostalgia.

But… I have to say, this really isn’t a good game. It’s less of a puzzle game and more of an exercise in tedium and/or frustration
for three reasons: subpar level design, insufficient screen size, and no undo option. Many levels are pointless mazes, the kind of
thing one might find in newspapers. Other levels require several minutes of pure trial & error (with a single mistake
necessitating a restart of the level). This all culminates in most levels being FAR too large: too large to be remotely fun, too
large to accommodate there being no undo option, and too large for the tiny screen size. Concerning that last point: If I could see
twice as far in any direction, many of the levels would be trivial, which makes them bad in my book.

Basically, DROD does everything this game does, but better. Admittedly, Chip’s Challenge is from 1989, and DROD from
1996. So I’ll grant that DROD likely learned stuff from this game. But that’s all the more reason not to play the fatally flawed
inspiration but rather the game which is actually good.. Reminds me on Portal but with a different game design. The puzzels are
thoughtful and tricky so that it is a nice game for logic-lovers! I also love the music.
Nice Indiegame :)
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This game is pretty fun. Even thought theres only one map, and the core gameplay is pretty simple, I've come to have a lot of
fun with it. 5/5 tbh. A $2 game... I get it...

But you can barely kill first encounters. If you rush right into next step you can get some gear to try and grind random
encounters since the patrolling guys are too strong at first. Then I make it past that, first boss does more damage than my max
health.

Yes its a game for $2, it could be good, but enemies are just unmanageable to progress.. Cool game but quite short, would love
to see some new levels.. I mean, if you enjoyed the soundtrack like me, I'm sure you'll enjoy this.

I also bought it to support the devs for making such a great game.. Didn't like it.

Creativerse R27 -- The Quality of Life Update:
UI be a little more helpful. Night be a little less dangerous. Bugs be a little less buggy.

That’s R27 in a nutshell.

Behind the scenes, we moved to a new office, took time off for the holidays and have been laying the groundwork for features
that won’t be ready for a while. In other words, we acknowledge R27 isn’t as meaty as you’re used to. R28 will have more stuff!

P.S. We’ve slowly been upgrading our store page over the past couple months -- new banners, screenshots, game descriptions,
etc. Let us know what you think!

Improvements. Updates and Fixes #15:

SpaceShip Fuel Update. Virgo VS The Zodiac at BitSummit 7 Spirits this weekend!:
A big hello to all the Degica fans out there!
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We here at Degica Games are proud to announce our publishing partnership with Moonana the team behind the unforgiving
timed action turn-based JRPG Virgo Vs The Zodiac! (VVTZ for short!)

Get ready to "Embark on a cosmic quest to follow your fate, or defy your destiny" this Autumn 2019.

store.steampowered.com/app/920320/Virgo_Vs_The_Zodiac/

Along with the news of our publishing partnership, Degica and Moonana will be attending Japan's largest Indie Game event, 
BitSummit 7 Spirits[bitsummit.org], from June 1st & 2nd at Miyako Messe in Kyoto. If you are in Kyoto come on by and
check out the special Virgo Vs The Zodiac demo we will have on display and meet the Moonana team!

About Virgo VS The Zodiac:. 五月更新資訊:
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 20190523更新資訊. 3.2.5 Hotfix:
2/22/2019
v3.2.5 Hotfix

New Features:
Put save script back in. (WARNING: Save only in the top slot.
A one slot autosave system may be introduced in order to fix
the save crashing)

Misc:
Removed battle camera for improved stability. (if battles
still crash 1% of the time while loading up, let me know)
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